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Motivation

‣ Several recent SEC case filings

Inside information about investor flow of hedge funds

‣ For example, on February 4, 2010 State Street Bank and Trust, a 
manager of  of the Limited Duration Bond Fund, agreed to pay over 
$500 million to settle a complaint brought by the SEC.

"State Street's internal advisory groups subsequently decided to redeem or recommend 
redemption from the Fund and the related funds for their clients. State Street Corporation's 
pension plan was one of those clients. State Street sold the Fund's most liquid holdings and 
used the cash it received from these sales to meet the redemption demands of these better 
informed investors, leaving the Fund with largely illiquid holdings."
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Share Restrictions

‣What are share restrictions?

- Lockup periods, redemption-notice periods

‣Why do hedge-fund managers implement them?

- Investors: Ability to invest in illiquid assets while protecting 
the common interests of share holders

- Managers: Protection of assets under management (AUM)

‣What is the problem?
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Adverse Effects

‣ Share restrictions induce information asymmetry between 
    managers and their clients about future fund flow

‣ Not a problem, unless:

    – Managers act as investors in their own funds

    – Managers release information to privileged investors

‣ Yet, managers are often encouraged to invest in their own funds

‣ If flow predicts fund performance, then managers can front-run 
    their clients!
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Outline and Main Findings

‣This paper highlights the potential moral-hazard problem induced 
    by share restrictions

‣  Flow predicts fund performance among share-restricted funds

    – Return spread of 5.6% annually over 1998–2008

    – Effect mainly present in outflows 

‣ The flow effect is stronger in

    –  Funds managing insider wealth

    –  Funds with weak corporate governance

‣ A conservative estimate of potential profits amounts to $215M 
    per year, collectively
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Share Restriction and Flow

‣ A “smart money effect” is share-restricted fund
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The Flow Return Spread Over Time
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‣ The effect is not concentrated in particular years

Figure 1
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Long-Run Performance
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‣ The effect seems permanent

Figure 2, Panel A
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Long-Run Performance
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‣ The effect seems to stem mainly from outflows

Figure 2, Panel B, and C

Inflows Outflows
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Personal Investment and Flow

‣ The effect is more pronounced for funds managing insider wealth
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Fund Corporate Governance
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Figure 3

‣ What is the flow return spread among funds with relatively low 
    levels of investor protection?

‣ Fund corporate governance displays a cross-sectional variation
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Corporate Governance and Flow

‣ The flow return spread decreases with corporate governance
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Cross Sectional Regressions

‣Results robust to using operational risk to measure governance
‣Results hold after controlling for return smoothing
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Intra-Family Flow
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‣ Identify asset management companies with multiple funds
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‣ Low-fee shares lead high-fee shares in the same fund family
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Additional Tests

‣ Investment style

the flow-return spread is present in most investment styles

‣ Return continuation/smoothing 

main results hold after controlling for return smoothing

‣ Illiquidity - the effect is stronger in illiquid funds

‣ Liquidity risk - outflow funds have a higher liquidity beta

‣ Economic significance

multiplying total share-restricted AUM by the flow return spread the 
following month and by fraction of insider wealth amounts to 
$214.48 M annually or $2.4B over the entire sample period
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Conclusions

‣ This paper highlights the potential moral-hazard problem induced 
by share-restrictions.

- induce information asymmetry about fund flow between 
managers and their clients

‣ The effect is economically significant and potentially stronger in

- funds managing insider wealth

- funds with weak corporate governance

‣ Implications

- managers should disclose insider trading

- tighter share restrictions on insider
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Investment Style

Table 8
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Flow Return Spread and Liquidity

‣ The flow return spread is stronger in illiquid funds

‣ Outflow funds have a higher liquidity beta
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Economic Significance
 The fraction of positive values of personal investment among 
    share-restricted funds is 440 / (440+1,242) = 26%

 Conditional on a positive personal investment, the amount is 
    9.51% of fund AUM

 Thus, unconditional fraction of total AUM is 26%×9.51% = 
2.5%

 Multiplying total share-restricted AUM by the flow return 
spread 
    the following month and by 2.5% amounts to $214.48 million 
    annually, or 2.4 billion over the entire sample period
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Fund Corporate Governance
 What is the flow return spread among funds with relatively low 
    levels of investor protection?

 Governance measures
    – Audit
    – High water mark
    – Domiciliation (on-shore, off-shore)
    – SEC registration

 Aggregate index per fund
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